Camp

Diary
29th July, Gorlice
30th July, Erfurt
31st July, Sightseeing → Erfurt

Fishmarkt
1st August, Erfurt ➔ Graveyard
2nd August, Leipzig
3rd August, Erfurt → Nordsstrand
4th August, Erfurt → Bowling
5th August, Erfurt → "Töpf und Söhne" factory
6th August, Eisenach/Wartburg/Drachenschlucht
7th August, Exempt → Graveyard
8th August, Park Party
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9th August, Erfurt → Weimar
11th August, Weimar → Grauzoa
12th August, Buchenwald
13th August, Weimar --> Human Rights

HUMAN RIGHTS

Tischtennis
14th August, Weimar -> Graveyard, Goodbye party

THÜRINGER BRATWÜRST
It was a great time!!! Steffi 😊
Merci, Dzięk, Danue, Christoph

Ania 😊
Ania LEGO!

I had a really great time with you all!!

Sebhas
It was a great camp. That's a lot!

D'Artagnan

Siminou

Gros bisous!

Sylvia

Kamila

Tous à poil et on carreze! ♥

Susi
Harie

JABOOKAAAA!

SPOKA LUZ! 😊

Felicia

Justyna
Love you

Emmanuelle

Anne

Great with you!

Thomas

Justyna
Kroie

Kristyna

Jana

Kasia

Harie

Alice

Estelle

la plus belle!

Superrr

Kitty

Love you ALL!!!

Mam ma imie

Pack

Ania

Cosmos

Kamil

_Alias Stitch_